Greenhouse Gas Accounting Software
Understanding greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions data and policy can be tricky, but The Climate
Registry (TCR) is here to help!

The Climate Registry Information System (CRIS)
The Climate Registry Information System (CRIS) is an easy-to-use, web-based system for
measuring, reporting, and verifying your organization’s carbon footprint. Each year, CRIS is
audited and updated to reflect changes in international best-practice and the most current
emission factors available. Promote your sustainability achievements knowing that your
emissions data is the highest quality available.
“CRIS helps provide useful reporting metrics. The City of LA asks us for fuel use data so that the city
can calculate city-wide emissions. We’re able to send over completed emissions data instead. It’s
always good to have accurate metrics.” –Lisa Wunder, Port of LA
“It is so easy, streamlined and easy to follow. It is a huge improvement over the last version, like night
& day. Faster, easier to use, and the reports are great.” –Liz Muller, Virgin America Consultant
“CRIS is straightforward and I appreciate how it helps us to determine whether or not we're using the
correct EFs to calculate our emissions.” –Jeff Robertson, USANA Health Sciences

CRIS makes it easy for you to turn your sustainability goals into a reality because you can only
manage what you measure.

To learn more about CRIS, TCR Membership, and other available
services, visit the “Programs and Services” section of our website or
contact us at help@theclimateregistry.org to set up a demo today!

CRIS features
DATA UPLOAD
& AGGREGATION
CALCULATION
& REDUCTIONS
ANALYTICS
& REPORTING
QUALITY CONTROL
& VERIFICATION
USER SYSTEMS
& WORKFLOW

direct spreadsheet upload
Energy Star Portfolio Manager integration
data aggregation at facility and entity level
emissions calculation by activity data, fuel
quantities, or precalculated information
up-to-date and region specific Emission Factors
audited by TCR
metric tons of GHG and CO2 equivalent
carbon offsets, RECs, and reductions can be
directly applied
evaluate emissions by industry, time period,
geographic area, and/or scope
20+ reports available numerically or as graphics
easy export in Excel or PDF formats
automatic quality assurance flags data entry
errors or omissions
incorporated alerts remind users about required
information
third-party verifiers can complete
verification directly in the reporting platform
allows for multiple users and levels of permission
dashboard features easy access and emission
totals
hands-on help desk support

Need a feature not mentioned above? No problem! TCR also offers platform customization.
Our in-house development team will work with you to offer personalization. Rest assured
knowing you will have an easy-to-use platform, supporting the most high-quality data.
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